
 

 

 

 

 

Mentors-formators course 

Dear Marists of Champagnat,   

Warm greetings to everyone from Rome! 

Few days ago (July 3rd) we started the Mentors-formators course, a good opportunity to deepen in our way 

and skills to accompany others. We are about 21 participants from different countries. 

I would like to share with each one of you some of the ideas from our topic, the seven “I am” statements 

of Jesus. The first part of John’s Gospel seeks to answer the question who is Jesus? 

The expression “I am” refers to Exodus 3: 14, where Yahweh introduces himself to Moses with the 

expression “I am who I am”. This statement became a way of connecting with God personally and was used 

throughout Israel’s history to convey that God always was, always is and always will be. Through these 

seven “I am”, we can see Jesus’ miracles as an action that show the significance of his ministry and teaching. 

 

1-I am the bread of life (Jn 6, 35). Jesus makes then see that “bread that has fallen from 

heaven” perishes and that the true bread “that has come down from heaven” is Jesus 

himself. The bread which gives true life is brought by Jesus, it is Jesus. 

If Jesus really satisfies our hunger, why do we resist Him? 

 

 

2-I am the light of the world (Jn 8, 12). Jesus presents himself as the Suffering Servant, the 

one destined to be “the light of the nations, to open the eyes of the blind”. 

Do you think that having known Jesus implies walking in the light? 

 

3-I am the gate for the sheep (Jn 10, 7). Jesus made it explicitly clear that he is the only way 

to come home to God. He is the only way one can become part of God’s people. When you 

pass through the gate, you are home, you can come and go, there you will find abundant life. 

Jesus invites us to share his mission. If He is the gate, how can we open that gate to those 

around us? 

 



4-I am the good shepherd (Jn 10, 11). Jesus is the one who guides us along the way. 

Feeling loved by Him, we can listen to His voice and follow His leadership, knowing that 

He is good. He asks us to listen to Him and trust Him. 

Which of the characteristics of the good shepherd are most important to you at this time 

of your life? Why? 

 

5-I am the resurrection and the life (Jn 11, 25). Jesus says that His power lies in His own 

hands, and that even the dead will respond to His voice. 

Is there an area of your life where you find it difficult to believe that Jesus understands 

and can renew it? Why? 

 

6-I am the way, the truth and the life (Jn 14, 6). God’s people, fresh out of slavery in 

Egypt, received the commandments as the “ten best ways to live”. With this “I am” Jesus 

tells us that the best way to live is to follow Him. 

These statements seem very absolute. What implications would they have for your life? 

 

7-I am the true vine (Jn 15, 1). As the true vine, Jesus encourages us to “live, abide and 

make your home in Him”. This invites us to have a continuous and active connection with 

Jesus. Just as a vine is able to produce fruit of the best quality as it is tended, we too can 

produce “fruit” that reflects our connection with Jesus. 

What do you need to prune out of your life to be more united to Jesus and bear abundant 

fruit? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All the best, keep safe.         Bro. Isma Valls, fms 

  



Gratefulness!  

As I finish my first term as District Leader, I express my gratefulness to the Holy 
Trinity, our Good Mother and St. Marcellin for the graces received.  

My gratitude to all of you Marist friends of Champagnat for your encouragement 
and support in building bridges.  

Thanks to the communities who hosted me during 
the pandemic and provided me all I needed to continue my mission. Thank you very 
much MDA Council, remembering with affection Br. Francis (RIP), for being an 
enthusiastic and passionate Brother. 

I hope to see you soon and continue our journey looking the present and beyond with 
faces of hope!  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Canísio José Willrich - FMS 

 
 

The Novices in Tamontaka had an Immersion Experience - Philippines 
 

On the 19 – 26 of June, 4 Novices from MDA and 6 Novices 

from East Timor had a great Immersion Experience in Upi of the 

Philippines. With the help of the Parish Priest and many other active 

parishioners of Saint Isidro, our Novice Master could get us many 

wonderful host families for this experience. 

We were so excited about this experience because this was 

the first time we had this and we made many beautiful and cute 

rosaries to give to the people we were going to live with. We were 

also very nervous about this event because here in Cotabato city 

was known for kidnapping and killing religious people.  



The people there were so kind to us and welcome us hospitably even though they were poor and didn’t 

have many things to serve us. We enjoyed all the native, simple, and delicious food that they gave to us when 

we visited the families in the Barangays where we lived. We met many young people, kids, as well as the old. 

We enjoyed every moment to talk, play, and having a meal with them. 

As we live with them as our families, we call them “nanai” and “tatai” as in the native language meaning 

papa and mama. We felt really at home as their own sons in the families. When we stayed there we learned to 

appreciate the simple food that they had. Sometimes just eating meals with rice and a bowl of soup or with 

some dried fried fish. We could spend our time working with them to really experience their lives as well as to 

feel like a member of a family. Every afternoon, we gathered together with the youth, kids, and some adults to 

pray in the chapels or in the families. This made us feel good because we did not only live with them but also 

bring them closer to God. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mai – Novice 

 

From Postulancy House – Davao, Philippines 

June 16: Br. Hoan flew to Seoul Korea to take part on the Celebration of the 50 Years of the foundation of the 

Marist in Korea. We give thanks God for the generosity of the missionary brothers and for the fidelity of the Korean 

brothers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

June 16th: Anniversary of the Birthday of Br. Walter Eras from Ecuador and 

being part in this Community… the postulants and community rejoiced with 

Him, we give thanks to the Lord for his presence among us. 

 



June 24: Brother Alexander arrives to Davao with the two new Postulants 

from Bangladesh. Their names are: Shohel James Costa and Shovo Chiran. 

Welcome to this new stage of Formation and thanks Alex for the good work 

preparing them for this stage of formation. 

 
 

 

June 25, newly arrived postulant Shovo felt sick, went to the emergency room in St. Pedro 

hospital accompanied by Br. Alex and Br. Joseph. He stayed the whole afternoon and 

thank God, no dengue detected.   

 

 

 

June 27 to 29   the Postulants with the Formators had the 

opportunity to have a Retreat of Initiation in one of the Retreat 

houses of the city. Thanks Br. Salvador for the inputs and Br. 

Alex for your presence, at the end of the Retreat each one 

prepared his first PLP.   

 

 

July 08   the Postulants start the Program FIR (Formation Institute for 

Religious) all the community attended the Program prepared in this 

occasion. Around 40 postulants from different Congregations are going to 

take part in those modules. The General goal is to provide for the basic 

human and spiritual formation to the postulants and a theoretical, practical 

and experiential approach to scripture, Liturgy, Religious Life, … 

Br. Juan Castro, fms 

 
From Mymensingh Formation Community – Bangladesh 

Candidate Timas Participated with the other religious young formees for a month intensive English course and 

involved in many other activities part of his formation program before he enters into the Aspirancy.  

 

 

 

 



16th May, we celebrated the birthday of Postulant Shohel in a simple way sharing our brotherhood. Wishing 

him all the good in health and mind especially this time of his basic formation journey. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
15th June we celebrated the day of Postulant Shovo wishing him good health and a meaningful life as a Marist 

Postulant where he can learn more about his vocational journey.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visit of Br. Kim 

Bro. Kim, MDA Councilor, visited our community from 8th June to 12th June. 

It was a good visit and energized our community especially to our young 

men in the formation program. Receiving a Brother from the Council on 

behalf of the District leader, his personal interview and sharing with each 

& every one gave more meaning to our community life. Thank you, Br. Kim, 

for your time with us.  

 
 

Founder’s Day Celebration & Vows Renewal  

June 6th, we celebrated our Founder St. Marcellin’s Feast day in our house. We were blessed by the Holy 
Eucharist with our Bishop Paul Ponen Kubi, 4 priests and the religious representative from different communities 
in the Parish and our young men. We prepared a good liturgy with hymns, and Happy to celebrate our day. We 
also had an opportunity to witness Br. Robert, our young Brother who renewed his vows for a year. Br. Alex 
received his vows as a delegate of the Superior General appointed by the District Leader. 

After Mass, we had a simple lunch with all and shared our brotherly love by showing our hospitality with our 
visitors.  

 



Vows Renewal of Br. Robert 

 
Postulants Shovo & Shohel are Ready to Travel to Davao 

After a long time waiting of the Philippines Visa, finally we got it on 20th June. After their 6 months experience here 

in Mymensingh as Postulants, now they have moved to Davao and join with other Postulants on June 23rd. 

 

 

 

 

 

We stayed at the Singapore Airport for 14 hours before we took 

connective flight to Davao. 

 

   



Reaching to the Postulancy on 24th June 

 

Bro. Alex, fms 

 

 

  From Talit Community – West Bengal, India. 
 

On May 15th our postulant’s family was invited by our Marist community to know more about the 
Marist as well about the postulants and what he is going to do in the Philippines. It was a wonderful 
visit for the postulant’s family to know more about each other. Family expresses that they are happy 
to send his son to be a good Marist brother.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the month of May 19th, we received new community members to the Talit community. Bro. Luan 
from Vietnam. We thank Bro. Luan for his availability to work for the poor young people and boys. 
He is helping the hostel boys in their studies as well as helping the young people. His presence made 
the changes to all the hostel boys and community. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



May 21st, we had a welcoming bro. Luan and farewell to the postulants. We had a simple meal 
together, sharing brotherhood. It was a wonderful moment to share our story with our brothers. 
 

  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

June 6th Bro. Luan renewed his religious vows. As well our Talit community celebrated the founder 
day with all the boys of the hostel and neighboring religious. It was a wonderful celebration.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

June 22st we had a beautiful celebration of Bro. JIJI birthday. I thank my community brothers as well 
our hostel boys. It was a wonderful celebration with neighbouring religious, Teachers and hostel 
boys. I thank you so much for the prayer and celebration. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



On 2st of July is a very special day to the community of 
Talit and all the MDA brothers. We have done the new 
building foundation on the day. Blessed by our Bishop 
Cyprian Monis. Laid the foundation by Tallit Community 
Brothers.  
 
 

 

 
New building work is going on. We received all the papers from the government to build a new 
house. Continue to pray for our new project of the building to complete without any problem.   
 
 

  

 

 

 

 

Bro. Jiji Dassan, fms 

 

From Tudella Novitiate (Sri Lanka) 

ACEP EXPERIENCE 

Life is the art of drawing without an eraser 

Experience is such a thing that affluent our life. Every single day never passes without leaving any experience. It can 
be a good or bad experience or a sad, happy or even painful experience. Similarly, I experienced something new 
during my ACEP (Apostolic Community Experience Program). It was very touching and meaningful for my inner 
journey as a Marist. 

My apostolic community was In the De la sale Brothers’ 
project known as Boys Town. It is in Ragama, Sri Lanka. It 
was a privilege to be there. I have spent beautiful days in 
the community and with the boys there. They were generous 
to help me with my needs. One of the most learning 
experiences is on the football ground. There is a boy who is 
the youngest among the 70 boys. During soccer, he plays an 
active role in the field despite being very small. While we 
were playing ball was in my position. And the boys were in 
my group. As soon as he saw me running with the ball to 
make a score, he also followed me. Suddenly he shouted in 



a loud, pass the ball to me in a repeating voice. Paying attention to his needs, I pushed the ball toward him. He did 
the final touch sending the ball into the net. He was joyous and ran to me to give thanks. This incident tells me to 
pay attention to everyone, whether small or big. Because God loves everyone and, as a Marist, I must be a friend 
of children.    

Topu Mondol (2nd year Novice) 

As soon as I arrived at the community, I was immediately impressed and felt at home, probably because it is a 
Brothers’ Community, similar to our own Marist Community. There are some similarities in style of mission, their way 
of life and their hospitality with the three of us doing ACEP in their community. During my days there, I had various 
experiences, including: 1) living in community, 2) working with the boys, 3) teaching catechism in the Parish. 

I was Living in a community where I felt, not like a stranger or 
guest, but rather a community member who was included. I indeed 
enjoyed the time the whole community gathered together for meals 
and tea times. I was really captivated by the stories and experiences 
each member brought which made me feel like I'd forgotten all the 
fatigue and worries of hours of work and service. 

      Most of my activities there were with the boys. Every 
morning, we cooked, cleaned, or worked in the garden together. 
Those were the moments when I could listen to their stories or even 
learn new skills from them that I had not known. They were not able 
to speak English much, which I found rather difficult during my 
English class with them. 

      One of my unforgettable experiences in this period was in Our Lady of Salvation parish where I came to teach 
catechism. I had many good moments when the students, catechist teacher and I discussed and learned together 
the Sunday Gospel as well as the catechism lessons. 

Thanh (2nd year novice) 

THE BEAUTY AND RICHNESS THROUGH MY ACEP IN HALDANDUWANA 
 

It was a great opportunity for me to have been able to complete 
my ACEP in Marist Sevana – Haldanduwana where three brothers 
who are present and working in different ministries.  

During my ACEP time, I was involved mainly in the Girl’s College 
where I was observing and helping teachers in a range of different 
classes from grades 6 to 12. Occasionally, I took the initiative to talk 

with students, brought up some 
varied topics or introductions to 
some areas of subjects creatively so that we could share and feel each other’s 
presence and laughter together. I also had a chance to have two weeks 
meaningfully being with children in the Montessori school, helping a teacher and 
the Sisters of the Holy Angel Congregation to play and run the class with some 
activities. They were all so actively and playfully enjoying with us, that after 
school-time they spoke highly of me and my companion, Salvador, to their 
families and friends, because they really felt our loving presence and the joy that 
we brought. We also had a couple of weeks helping Br Chamara to teach English 
for girls in an orphanage close to our community. The girls were so pleased to 
receive us there.   



Unfortunately, I was not able to have more chances to join the youth ministry program, which has been helping in 
the community every month, and even the catechism every Sunday at the parish. I wish I could have had a chance 
to do something in these two areas also. 

Due to the situation, the economic crisis is still badly happening in Sri Lanka, and so many people are desperately 
in need of fuel and other necessary matters for their daily lives; there are long lines of vehicles waiting in vain for 
gasoline and diesel. People effectively cannot go to work, and students cannot go to school.  

Beyond all the difficulties, I could see the beauty and richness in the place 
where I was for the ACEP, particularly because there is a mixture of both 
religions: Catholic and Buddhist. But the people of both indeed are living 
in harmony with one another, and are so kind and respectful. In the 
school, every moment at the beginning and at the end of the school day, 
students of both religions stand together to sings hymns. It is difficult to 
imagine any religious conflicts arising. 

In conclusion, I feel really privileged and joyous to have taken part in this 
time of ACEP. It helps build many of my qualities and character to be a 
better me. All those experiences and memories I have gained through this 
time of ACEP are so precious to me and my near future ministry with 
Marist life. 

Ly (2nd year novice) 

Clarification 

I would like, first, to describe a little bit the right situation now with our groups of novices. Because of the 

pandemic and the difficulty of travelling, we manage with three different groups of novices who will 

celebrate their profession at different times. 

1. Profession on October 7, 2022 (Gr. 3) 
 

Clementino Xavier, Dionisio Madeira Martins, Filomeno Mendoca, Julio 

Brites, Juvencio Hanjam Nia, Salvador Baptista Ferreira (Timor Leste);  

Nguyen Van Ly, Tran Van Thanh (Vietnam); 

Tapan Mondol (Bengladesh).  

 
 
 
 

 

2. Profession on March 25, 2023 (Gr. 2) 
Ronaldo Da Costa, Zaulino Inacio Ferreira Ruas (Timor Leste);   
Sujith Alwis (Sri Lanka); 
Elijah Watehou (still in Solomon Islands) 

 

3. Profession in early May 2024 (Gr. 1)  



Dedimo Suares, Edgar da Costa Salgeuiro, Manecas dos 

Santos, Ruben Belo de Oliveira, Simon Mendonca Maia 

(Timor Leste); 

Nguyen Quoc Cuong, Nguyen Van Ky (Vietnam); Pech 

Reun (Cambodia) 

 
 

4. Activities in the Novitiate 

 

You can read the experience of some novices (Topu, Lee, Thanh) of Group 3 (second 

year novices) who did their ACEP (Apostolic Community Experience Program) in May 

and June.  It is now Group 2’s turn to leave for a similar experience.  

And the life in the novitiate is going ahead with the normal program and different 

activities like Workshops on the Pastoral Youth, a Reflection Day on our Community 

Building, our Friday night Talent Shows, etc. 

 

 

 

 

Photos of Talent Show 

 

 

Photos of Community Building 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

         Workshop on Pastoral Youth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Br Réal Sauvageau, fms 

 

La Valla home community Samphran Thailand - Duc 

 

May 2 the two young brothers, Bros. Tri and Duc arrived at the 

community. Before arriving at the community, we dropped by the 

district house to visit Br. Canisio and Br. Jose. 

After a long time waiting, finally Br. Isma has some companions in 

the community. 

 

 

 

 
May 12, we were invited to join the 

celebration of first communion and 

confirmation of a center for Kirean 

children in Ratchaburi.  

We are invited to collaborate with some 

priests there to work with the refugees 

from Myanmar. 

2 young brothers arrived at the community 

Visiting Ratchaburi 



May 17th Marist Learning Centre started to run after the hard work of Br. Isma and the Burmese family. We now 

have around 160 students learning at the centre. We teach the m with Myanmar curriculum from Kindergarten to 

Grade 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have 6 Burmese teachers, 2 Thai teachers and two drivers, the brothers help with the English subject. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the safety of children, we pick them up in the morning and send them home in the afternoon when all 

the classes of the day finish. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lunch time 

Dancing lesson 

Morning assembly 



For the safety of children, we pick them up in the morning and send them home in the afternoon when all the 

classes of the day finish. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

June 4th, we had the celebration of the life of our founder and renewal of vows of Brothers Tri and Duc. 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

Monthly birthday celebration 

Handy craft 

time 

Celebration of the life of the founder 



Br. Tri and Duc started learning Thai with the two Thai teachers. Hopefully we can speak Thai fluently 

soon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Br. Duc, fms 
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